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Abstract. This paper reviews the available literature on the use of Ada in distributed systems. The following issues are discussed in more detail: units of distribution, program partitioning, building configurations, interprogram communication, type checking, and Ada '95 partitions model. Several systems and a few applications are also covered briefly.
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1 Introduction

Issues of distributing Ada programs over a network of multiple processors have been the subject of intensive studies by practitioners and researchers since the Ada language definition was established, and have resulted in several publications. Work started from the very beginning, as early as in the year Ada became an official standard [25, 26, 60]. Following the preliminary study [90], the major further steps were the continuation of a European project [6] and the symposium at Southampton [18]. Finally, the Distributed Systems Annex to Ada 95 has been produced and is now an international standard [1].

The driving force behind using Ada in distributed systems is the ability to create Ada programs that can be spread and executed across multiple processors, in one or more sites. Since Ada was originally not well defined for distributed systems, this requirement became an issue.

One of the primary problems in distributed programming, in general, and programming in Ada, in particular, is whether an application should be designed as a single program or as multiple programs. Both approaches have been advocated in the Ada world, single program by APPL [25], Aspect [52, 54], and DARTS [23, 104], and multiple programs by Diadem [6] and Dark [11, 12, 92, 93]. This is in contrast to an approach based on operating system calls, where the language layer and compiler do not know about interactions amongst participating software components.

Among the questions asked to investigate and establish the technology of distributed programming in Ada were the following [99]:

- In terms of the language, what program units may be distributed?
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• How is the distribution of units specified (partitioning problem)?
• How are the distributed units conceptually assigned to physical units (configuration, mapping)?
• How are the distributed units actually loaded onto target nodes?
• When is the distribution decided upon, at the compilation, linking, loading time?
• How do the distributed units communicate, via what mechanism?
• How is type consistency preserved across the network?
• Are distributed units dynamically replaceable? If so, how?

2 Major Issues

In the following sections, issues related to most of the above mentioned questions will be reviewed as investigated in the literature. In particular, problems of selecting units of distribution, partitioning, configuration and mapping, communication, and type consistency are outlined.

2.1 Units of Distribution

Early works on distributing Ada programs suggest adopting packages or tasks, or both, as distribution units. For example, Arevalo and Alvarez [3] discuss packages and tasks as distribution units. Among advantages of using packages in this role, they list:

• reuse of packages as library units
• high degree of parallelism due to the concept of package interface
• the concept of a package as a logical unit of decomposition is consistent with the distribution unit concept.

Advantages of tasks as distribution units are the following:

• tasks are active as opposed to passive packages
• tasks already have a communication mechanism (rendezvous)
• task typing scheme permits dynamic replication.

After additional considerations, they chose tasks as the basic unit of distribution in their model.

Valz and coworkers [71, 95] considered packages as a unit of distribution, in addition to tasks and data items. Carlson Goethe et al. [23, 104, 105] use tasks, task objects, packages, variables, procedures and functions as distribution units. Nishida et al. [84] also selected tasks as a distribution unit and mapped them onto C programs. McFarland et al. [78] also use tasks as distribution units. Even pin newer approaches, a task is a primary distribution unit [16].

It has been noticed rather early that a distribution unit, which combines properties of packages and tasks would be needed [5]. Hutchison and Wellings [52], following the work of Tedd et al. [90], advocated writing distributed Ada programs as collections of virtual nodes. They chose a package as a basis for virtual node, since packages are library units that encapsulate information and provide a well defined interface to it. Distributed programs are composed of virtual nodes linked together.
In [87], separate programs, virtual nodes, and tasks are considered as units of distribution. Tasks are suggested as the most natural unit of distribution, since they are the primary Ada construct for concurrent programming.

From virtual nodes evolved a concept of partition as a unit of program distribution. Technically, a partition comprises library units in the same logical address space.

Gargaro et al. [44, 41] suggest the use of the concept of a virtual node and distribute an Ada program among partitions, making **partition** a keyword. The requirements on a virtual node are the following:

- to encapsulate state, message passing communication (via procedure or entry calls) and no direct data sharing
- at least one thread of control per node to provide for concurrent execution
- transparency regarding intranode and internode communication
- a node should be a type in a language
- indirect node naming should be used to permit dynamic reconfiguration.

These and other issues of choosing a distribution unit in Ada are reviewed more completely by Volz [94].

### 2.2 Distribution Activities

Historically, several approaches to distribution of Ada programs have been proposed [26]. The primary issue is whether the program should be built as a single entity to be divided into smaller pieces distributed across the network and communicating via built-in language constructs or should be composed of a number of loosely coupled units cooperating via operating system calls.

Most authors [52] clearly indicate that of the two models of distributing Ada programs they choose to distribute single programs spread in pieces over the network, because this approach preserves Ada’s strong typing ability, in contrast to a collection of communicating programs which loses this ability. Independently compiled programs can communicate without problems but do not allow for type and consistency checking in the underlying language.

Similarly, the Diadem project [5] chose the language-oriented approach, where the software is designed as a single program but is subsequently split into separate components for distribution over the network. This is despite the advantages of the operating-system based approach, which favors efficiency at the cost of portability and generality.

Another important issue is when, during program development, the partitioning of an Ada program into smaller distributable units should be done, either before the actual code is written, which is known as **prepartitioning**, or afterwards, which is called **postpartitioning**.

Postpartitioning means that the program is developed without taking into account any possible program division and task-to-processor mapping, and the whole job of partitioning and allocation is done by system software. This approach has a tremendous advantage that releases a programmer from even thinking about distribution and the whole job is done by an automatic tool. Such a tool or tools, doing program transformation into smaller distributable units and allocating these units to physical processors, can be roughly compared to a loader performing address resolution and allocating a program in a uniprocessor’s single address space (a difficulty in a distributed system is multiple address spaces). Another advantage of postpartitioning, as a direct consequence of the former one is a greatly simplified portability. The most obvious disadvantage of postpartitioning is the significantly increased complexity of a run-time system.

Prepartitioning is an alternative approach that relies on including program distribution decisions into the design and implementation process. Hutchison and Wellings [52] argue that adopting a prepartitioning approach (splitting a program before it is written) is more natural, because potential program distribution
should be clearly visible to the programmer as it may affect the interfaces to be provided and makes communication overheads explicit. In another article [54], the same authors support the view that prepartitioning is preferred to postpartitioning, because the programmer needs to be aware of distribution. On the other hand, as already mentioned, postpartitioning would be difficult to implement for a language as sophisticated as Ada and requires a costly run-time system for arbitrary distribution.

It was discovered rather early [5, 32] that partitioning, no matter how done, should be performed as a logical step in isolation from any decisions regarding hardware configurations. This is known as separating the partitioning step from the logical-to-physical mapping, referred to as configuration. In other words, the activity of designing the virtual nodes or partitions should be done without referring to the exact configuration of the underlying computer network. Bishop [17] goes even further in separating development activities, by saying that an additional adaptation phase is necessary to allow for modifications of a partitioned program to ensure that partitioned units can still communicate as required on a given hardware configuration.

Various authors use the idea of partitioning and present their own views on this phase of developing distributed Ada programs. Nielsen [82] borrows from the concept of virtual nodes and develops a complete method for designing distributed Ada programs. A pre-translator developed by Volz et al. [95] was intended to translate a single Ada program into a set of communicating Ada units, one for each node of the network. Dobbing [31, 32] discusses AdaMap, a partitioning tool developed by Alys. It is based on an I/O package rather than remote procedure calls. Luckham et al. developed a language for specifying a distributed Ada program, based on task sequencing [73], but the article actually says nothing about the distribution. STRAda [16] also assumes transformations.

2.3 Configuration

After the partitioning activity has been completed, the next step is to describe the target configuration and allocate program components to individual nodes.

Atkinson [5] gives the major reason for splitting apart the partitioning phase and the configuration phase. While the language-oriented approach to distribution can be strictly enforced during partitioning, allowing the program to be defined in terms of virtual nodes to preserve strong typing and consistency checking capabilities of the Ada language, the configuration phase allows exploitation of the operating-system approach to gain efficiency. Moreover, different physical system configurations can be constructed from the same software and even their dynamic changes are possible.

Gargaro et al. [42] introduce the concept of a node as a new type of library unit, whose purpose is to collect together instances of partitions for execution on a single physical resource in the target architecture. Only a single node is allowed on a single processor. A node concept has been later abandoned on the way to Ada 95.

Nielsen [82] described a similar approach to configuration of Ada programs, based on choosing a set of processors to support virtual nodes and mapping virtual nodes to the chosen hardware configuration. The crucial criteria of the hardware selection part of the latter phase are related to the following ten issues:

- device drivers
- special functions
- time-critical functions
- performance requirements
- processor homogeneity
- fault tolerance
• expandability
• interfacing capabilities
• processor/memory compatibility
• location and size constraints.

The actual mapping of virtual nodes to physical processors is done via pragmas and separate compilation techniques that follow those used by Jha et al. [62].

An alternative distribution scheme using a separate language has been investigated and adopted by Cornhill et al. [25, 27, 36, 37, 61]. Basically, they defined the partitioning language APPL, whose job is to provide a tool for the programmer to partition the program onto available hardware after it has been written.

Gargaro et al. [43] suggest that separate load modules for each node type be created. The program starts up from the distinguished node which elaborates its own partition and creates other nodes. Mapping of distribution units to physical network nodes has been also considered by Volz et al. [71, 95] using a pragma SITE. Other authors [3] do not consider the definition of configuration facilities or even configuration schemes.

2.4 Communication

In Ada 83 there was no facility defined for interprogram communication, in general, or intertask communication for tasks residing on different processors. That’s the reason of major concern for choosing the distributed communication method. In general, the following facilities for the interprocessor communication amongst Ada programs have been investigated:

• remote rendezvous
• remote procedure calls
• message passing [28, 29]
• sockets [84].

The principal requirement and idea about distributed communication in Ada is communication transparency [5, 41] which means that remote (interprocessor) communication should use the same protocols as local (intraprocessor) communication. This seems to be especially difficult to achieve when Ada programs run on a network of heterogeneous processors connected by arbitrary communication links.

The Diadem project chose a remote rendezvous for two reasons [5]:

• a rendezvous takes place between active tasks, while an RPC call is executed in the caller’s thread
• entry calls enable using types of virtual nodes.

Consequently, the Diadem project [7] used remote rendezvous as a communication vehicle, although without excluding remote procedure calls.

Volz et al. [95] determined that conditional entry calls fail when the call is to a remote machine, because a response cannot be “immediate”, as required by Ada 83. Timed entry calls over a network may also cause problems, for example, when the caller’s waiting time expired and it withdraws from a call, but the callee has already responded although the response has not yet arrived due to a delay in communication.

Lundberg [74] presented a tasking protocol for distributed systems to significantly reduce global communication overheads. It relies on a system process, called the agent, and special structures called ghost tasks.
In particular, when a caller task A issues an entry call to a task B located on another processor, a three-parameter message is sent with the following parameters: calling task’s name, called entry’s name, caller’s priority. Task A then waits until the rendezvous is completed. For timed entry calls, the duration of a timeout is measured on the accepting task’s processor, not the caller.

Several authors preferred the use of remote rendezvous as the most natural means of extending Ada towards distribution, despite the difficulties with interpreting semantics of remote entry calls. For example, Arevalo and Alvarez [3] chose remote entry calls with a timer placed in the calling node. Nakama and Nakao [81] use rendezvous as an interprocess communication mechanism for distributed programs. Wengelin et al. [105] discuss the issue of a task calling a procedure on another node. The calling task is suspended during the call. Bayassi et al. [15] developed a generalized rendezvous mechanism to deal with applications distributed among several processors.

Hutchison and Wellings [52] chose remote procedure calls (RPC), as a means of communication, for the following reasons:

- **RPCs are common to many other languages as a mechanism for transferring control**
- **RPC allows easy communication between virtual nodes written in different languages**
- **techniques for reliable RPCs are better understood than those for remote rendezvous which is fairly new.**

Gurguro [40] gives one important reason why remote rendezvous should not be supported by the distributed Ada: to synchronize control over a distributed system, although possible in principle, tremendously increases complexity and introduces semantic difficulties.

Intermediate or combined approaches are possible, such as in [77], where the preprocessor automatically changes the rendezvous between tasks in different virtual nodes into the appropriate remote procedure calls. Also, Nielsen et al. [82, 83] considered both remote rendezvous and remote procedure calls. They propose a layered approach to implement communication. One approach, with TCP/IP protocol on the lowest layer, incorporated into a message passing layer called directly from an application layer has been criticized as having too many disadvantages. Instead, a remote procedure call has been investigated with XDR protocols for communication between tasks on different processors. Tasks actually use a remote entry rendezvous mechanism, similar to that reported in [6], which is implemented using remote procedure calls and TCP/IP protocols.

Sometimes a message passing mechanism is assumed as a typical communication vehicle [16]. However, message passing usually suffers from the lack of type safety in the message data and lack of unit consistency in shared program units. In the most positive practical example, Cross et al. [28] make their solution resemble file I/O in Ada to allow communication between Ada programs running on heterogeneous processors. A channel is made a logical communication medium. Channels are typed as are files in Ada. Before a message is transmitted via a channel, it is sent from a program to a port attached to the channel. Many ports can be connected to the same channel. A complete package named Distributed Communication has been developed, consisting of two parts: the machine independent and machine dependent part. The machine independent part consists of a generic package Channel Manager and several utilities. It hides the details of various physical communication media and their device drivers.

Gentleman et al. [45] provide a summary of discussions on using Ada rendezvous for multiprocessors and compare the issues raised to those involved with another language and another operating system.

### 2.5 Type Consistency

Preserving strong typing capabilities of Ada across the network is the major concern of program developers. Without this capability, Ada would be nothing else but another programming language like dozens of others.
used to program distributed applications. To make this to happen is not easy, however, and a lot of efforts have been put into considerations of choosing the right approach and not compromising too much regarding efficiency.

Strong typing usually means static type checking, which is not necessarily the most appropriate for distributed programs. Gargaro et al. [41] suggest that for a network execution a collection of separate, executable binaries needs to be developed, but the elaboration of these executable modules may occur concurrently in separate network units, following the invocation of each executable.

McFarland et al. [78] opt for a distribution of single Ada programs, to support strong typing and interface consistency checking. The thread of program execution is tied to the place of static data items. Tasks and subprograms which access static data execute only in the single process where the data exist. Calls to these program units result in remote entry or subprogram calls.

A major concern in several papers [97, 98, 100] is that an additional language construct is necessary to allow types to be shared across the network. This is in direct contradiction with the concept of a package, since it includes state and respective objects need to be replicated. A stateless, replicable unit would be necessary.

Gargaro et al. [42] proposed an intermediate concept of public library units, on the way to Ada 95. They were equivalents of invariant-state packages, identifiable by a public keyword. Interface to a public unit could contain types (not access types, though), task types, constant, subprograms, packages, etc., but not shared variables.

3 Ada 95 Partitions Model

Soon after the standardization of Ada 83, it became clear that the language does not have sufficient power to enable programming distributed systems, while preserving its strengths targeting uniprocessor systems. In fact, Ada 83 was designed for single processor machines, despite its multitasking capabilities and claims in the Reference Manual stating otherwise. The multitude of diverse approaches to cure this problem finally led to a solution based on certain fundamental assumptions. Dubbins [33] suggested that the solution be based on three fundamental principles:

- There should be minimal disturbance to the existing Ada language definition
- The safety aspects of the language are not compromised
- The requirements of the implementers of distributed systems be met.

The actual model was evolving slowly and was being refined throughout the years of work [40, 41, 42]. The resulted standard, called Ada 95 [1], contains Distributed Systems Annex. First of all, Ada 95 does not provide any linguistic construct to represent a unit of distribution. Rather than that, the standard defines a unit of distribution to be a partition: a set of library units that may run in a separate address space. A set of partitions forms a program. Several partitions may reside in the same address space, but a single partition cannot be split into multiple address spaces. Active partitions have threads of control, passive partitions do not.

Furthermore, tasks were reluctantly but consequently abandoned as a unit of distribution due to their impossibility of becoming compilation units. Similarly, remote rendezvous did have less and less supporters due to an unspecified semantics of a timed entry call [102]. In particular, the new standard says that all calls to remote partitions must be made through a remote subprogram call, via a special remote call interface (RCI) package. Asynchronous remote procedure calls are also possible to allow both the caller and the server proceed independently, but those can only be made with in parameters and not for functions.

An important fact about remote subprogram calls is that they can be bound not only statically, prior to partition elaboration, but also dynamically during elaboration. Two ways of dynamic binding defined in
Ada can be used for remote subprogram calls:

- dereferencing a remote access-to-subprogram type object
- dispatching a class-wide type controlling operand of a primitive operation.

Interprogram communication has been certainly compromised in Ada 95 by an unwillingness to increase in size the run-time support software, a situation that has been experienced by projects which have implemented such features as remote rendezvous.

A vital need to control interfaces between distributed program units and an important issue of preserving types across the network have been also addressed in Ada '95. These are the primary features distinguishing a multi-partition Ada program from a collection of programs communicating over a network. Such requirement, however, causes a lot of problems to avoid inconsistencies. This is done in four ways, determined by categorization pragmas which distinguish library units:

- pure
- providing remote types
- remote call interface (RCI)
- shared passive.

The programming interface to handle all remote communication is called the Partition Communication Subsystem (PCS) and is defined in the standard package System_RPC [1]. First implementations of PCS, such as the one described in [67] (of a generic software component designed to accommodate various network protocols and communication systems) or in [70] (in a form of Ada bindings for Distributed Computing Environment DCE), are underway.

Ada 95 does not provide any means for configuration, that is, mapping partitions to physical targets, neither it deals with the physical allocation. Both these issues are considered implementation-dependent and therefore beyond the scope of the language standard.

4 Complete Systems and Applications

Below we review briefly commercial systems reported in the literature and a handful of important applications of distributed Ada.

4.1 Research Projects vs. Commercial Systems

In the last decade, several authors reported on their work progressing towards programming distributed applications in Ada. The most widely known are such project names as Aspect [52, 54], Dark [11, 12], DARTS [23, 104], Diadem [5, 7], Dragoon [8, 9], Honeywell's APPJ [25, 37, 62, 63, 64], Lund [2], and Michigan [71, 95, 97, 98]. All those were strictly research projects, with substantial impact on the new standard but with little or no impact on commercial developments or applications.

On the other hand, a number of developments targeted at complete systems were reported in the literature. Fisher and Weatherly [38] presented probably the first commercial system for distributing Ada programs, DARP (Distributed Ada Run-Time Package).

A design of a network operating system is reported to support the use of Ada on a distributed military application [83]. The underlying architecture consists of 1750A microcomputer modules interconnected via a PI-Bus. Communication is based on an intermodule messaging scheme. Tartan 1750A target Ada compiler
was used with the run-time package ARTClient to support communication. Implemented almost entirely in Ada, it supports run-time reconfiguration of Ada programs. Reconfiguration is defined as changing the existing mapping of existing application software onto the available hardware. The messaging scheme supports logical task-to-task communication.

A complete toolset for distributing Ada programs is reported in [78]. It is based on a single-program concept. Several tools are applied to produce a distributed Ada program. First, the complete concurrent Ada program is automatically analyzed for potential distribution. Suggested distribution is determined from the use of tasks, resulting control flow and data access patterns. Then interfaces among distributed units are generated wherever necessary. Next mapping onto hardware is done by the distributed system builder.

The most recently announced [91] system, named DVM, provides a number of low-level and distributed services, such as:

- subprogram pointer service
- marshalling of Ada types
- time management
- automatic reconfiguration in response to system failures, and more,

to assist in developing distributed Ada programs.

Barnes [13], Bishop and Thomas [21], and Dobbing [31, 32] discuss the most complete environment for distributing Ada programs, based on the transputer architecture. While Barnes only outlines the Ada I/O system, Bishop and Thomas present the program development rules and examples, and Dobbing discusses the details of the partitions model.

4.2 Applications

Until recently, very few applications of distributed Ada have been reported. One such article [72] describes the use of Ada in CIWS (Close In Weapon System) run on heterogeneous machines. More recent studies present the need and opportunities for the use of Ada 95 in distributed simulation [51], and the actual application of distributed simulation in Ada [86].

The latter, claimed to be the first embedded distributed Ada 95 application, actually executes on several 68030 microprocessors housed in VMEbus crates, interconnected via a high-speed communications network. Two SparcStations 20 provide the necessary user interface to the simulation testbed. The original Ada implementation included remote procedure calls and remote rendezvous, which has been retained despite its divergence from Ada 95 Distributed Systems Annex. The system is entirely consistent with Ada 95, including the partitions concept, but has several extensions resulting from the early implementation when the full Ada 95 standard was not yet completed.

The actual system is a modification of the existing, commercially available, flight simulator designed for flight training in combat situations. The new distributed version takes advantage of distributed Ada technology to provide several enhancements of the uniprocessor version. The distributed version of the program consists of three active partitions and one passive partition. The first partition executes the code pertaining to the pilot’s own aircraft. The second partition handles all the foe aircraft maneuvers, and the third partition does all the computations related to missiles once they are in flight. The passive partition contains the shared state. The execution is run in a cyclic fashion involving periodic calls, every 30 Hz, of the various subsystems.
5 Summary

This paper deals mostly with research issues related to distributing Ada programs across the network of multiple processors. Such problems as unit of distribution, program partitioning, configuration, interprogram communication, and type consistency have been covered. A brief overview of Ada 95 Distributed Systems Annex was given. Also, reviewed were several complete systems and a few applications.

In addition to the work covered, several other research studies have been conducted for distributed Ada, for example, in such areas as program specification and design [73], deadlocks in distributed Ada programs [88], etc. Initialization and termination of multiprocessor programs was also an important research issue studied in [22, 39]. Particularly important is the area of fault tolerance in distributed Ada programs [3, 24, 41, 43, 46, 69], but this was out of scope of this overview and needs a separate treatment. Another important area of research and practical applications, which requires more attention is the object-oriented approach to distribution of Ada programs [8, 48].
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